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NEWS

January 12, 2018

Multiple UK Online Casinos Breached Longstanding AML Rules:
Sources

 
By Koos Couvée

The U.K. gaming regulator is inspecting the anti-money laundering programs of 17 online casino operators after uncovering “serious”

issues that analysts said pertain to the �rms’ compliance with decade-old rules.

Last week, the Gambling Commission told all 197 U.K.-registered online gaming businesses to “review all of their [AML] processes”

after a sector-wide review uncovered numerous compliance violations, and said it is also investigating 17 �rms and considering

revoking the licenses of �ve for allegedly failing to assess risk, vet clients, report suspicious activity and train sta� how to spot

attempts to launder money.

Some of the businesses, which the regulator did not identify by name, allegedly violated not only the U.K. Money Laundering

Regulations 2017, which transpose the European Union’s Fourth Anti-Money Laundering Directive into national law, but also the rules

that preceded it by a decade, two gambling attorneys told ACAMS moneylaundering.com.

“Some basic aspects of the 2007 regulations have not even been complied with,” said Andrew Tait, a gambling attorney with Gordon

Dadds in London.

Provisions of the regulations adopted last year that require gaming �rms to adopt risk-based AML programs, verify the identity of

existing customers who wager more than €2,000 within 24 hours, and keep up-to-date records were carried over from the 2007

regulations.

The timeframe may suggest the behavior that informed the alleged violations by some operators goes back several years, David

Clifton, a gambling law consultant in London said.

“Each of the areas of concern identi�ed in the Gambling Commission would have caused the same level of concern under the 2007

regulations as under the 2017 regulations,” Clifton said.

The AML investigations represent the �rst ever brought by the Gambling Commission into companies that exclusively provide online

casino services to U.K. residents, which account for a third of the total U.K. gaming market, and follow a 6-month review of the sector

that concluded in December.

Among the worst o�enders, the regulator claims to have found a lack of sta� awareness of the main principles of AML legislation and

little evidence that the �rms were monitoring client accounts or conducting enhanced due diligence on suspicious transactions.

“It was of concern that some MLROs [money laundering reporting o�cers] were unable to provide suitable explanations as to what

constitutes money laundering,” the regulator wrote in a Jan. 4 letter to all online casino �rms it licenses. “There was a general lack of

understanding of how criminal spend could a�ect the business.”

But if past is prologue, the Commission may refrain from revoking licenses and instead allow �rms to resolve their cases by donating

to charities, compensating victims or undertaking some form of remedial action.
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In December 2015, for example, London-based Caesars Entertainment agreed to improve its AML program and spend nearly £1

million on “socially responsible” causes after the Gambling Commission accused the �rm of keeping incomplete records on high-risk

clients and failing to adequately assess the risks posed by certain customers or to check their sources of wealth.

Six months later, the regulator ordered online sports betting, casino and lottery �rm Betfred to donate more than £300,000 to similar

causes after a client managed to stake a “signi�cant proportion” of more than £850,000 stolen from his employer on the site without

raising suspicion.

In October, the Commission ordered sports betting �rm Stan James, which over a 2-year period allowed a client to gamble nearly

£140,000 in cash stolen from his employer, to pay £40,000 in penalties and forfeit an equal sum to mitigate some of the victim’s

losses.

The regulator may have launched its investigation into the online casino industry to demonstrate to the Financial Action Task Force

that the U.K. gaming sector is under an e�ective AML regime, Tait, the attorney in London said.

The intergovernmental group is set to assess the United Kingdom’s compliance with global AML standards this spring.
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